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So what I did was I went to Microsofts download page for VS2012 and
downloaded the Visual Studio Developer Tools, Crystal Reports Developer
2012 ( VS2012 Update 4 ). When I opened the package I found an
additional installer. The installer installed Crystal Reports Developer 2012
on my Windows7 laptop. The next step was to verify that Crystal Reports
worked with VS2012. It did. To be able to create reports with VS2012 I was
first required to install the Crystal Reports Developer for VS2012 that is
available as a free download on Microsofts website. After a very quick
installation the Crystal Reports for VS2012 was added to my Visual Studio
2012 shell (navigated to via File(New)Project(Visual C#)). So I created a
sample web application and a form using VS2012. Creating a form is easier
than creating a report with VS2012, so I decided to first create a simple
form. I didnt install Crystal Reports for VS2012 yet, but adding the default
(Crystal Reports for Visual Studio 2012) to VS2012, I could chose to either
create a report or a list and the default template. When the report was
created, I could drag and drop fields from the design surface to the report.
There was a name to the report, a description and a preview. VS2012 has
been creating reports with Crystal Reports for less than 2 years and this
was my first impression of Crystal Reports for VS2012. Not bad at all. So
there you go. The next step was to create a report. So I created a new
report that I would use. For comparison purposes I am using a report that
was already made and distributed with version 8.5 of Crystal Reports for
Developers. The point is that we can easily make reports with VS2012. Or if
you are working with reports that use the older developer interface (8.5),
you can easily add it to VS2012. So now thats done. What about submitting
the reports? Crystal Reports for VS2012 offers a number of options for
things that you can do with reports. Again, creating a report is easier than
creating a report in VS2008 or in any other IDE, so Im not covering that
subject in this post. But basically I can take a report and save it as a pdf
(report as PDF), send it as an attachment (report as attachment), submit
the report to a database (report to database) or use an Action (report to
action). There is another interesting report feature is where I can put a
parameters query on my report and then I can save the result of that query
to a dataset that would then be available to use in other places in my
application, i.e. not the report, but the report's output.
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